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Abstract
Let H be a separable infinite dimensional Hilbert space and let B.H/ denote the al-
gebra of operators on H into itself. We study the elementary operators ;  V B.H/ !
B.H/ defined by .X/ D PkiD1 AiXBi and .X/ D PkiD1 Ai XBi . We prove that: (i)
when kk 6 1, then k.X/ − X C Sk > kSk for all X 2 B.H/ and all S 2 ker ; (ii) whenPk
iD1 AiAi 6 1,
Pk
iD1 Ai Ai 6 1,
Pk
iD1 BiBi 6 1 and
Pk
iD1 Bi Bi 6 1, then for S 2 ker \ ker  \Cp (the von Neumann–Schatten p-class), 1 6 p < 1, k.X/ − X C Skp > kSkp
and k.X/ − X C Skp > kSkp for all X 2 B.H/, where by convention kYkp D 1 if Y =2
Cp; (iii) let .Mi/kiD1 and .Ni/kiD1 be separately commuting sequences of normal opera-
tors and let D V B.H/ ! B.H/ be defined by D.X/ D PkiD1 MiXNi . If D.X/ 2 C2 and
S 2 kerD \ C2, then kD.X/ C Sk22 D kD.X/k22 C kSk22. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All
rights reserved.
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Let X be a normed linear space and let M and N be two subspaces in X. If
km C nk > knk for all m 2M and for all n 2N, thenM is said to be orthogonal
toN, see [1, Definition 1.2]. Let A be a normal operator on a separable Hilbert space
H. Anderson [1] showed that the range of the inner derivation A V X 7! AX − XA,
is orthogonal to the kernel of A. In Theorem 1.1, we consider a normed algebraA
and a linear operator  VA!A. We prove that the range of  − 1 is orthogonal to
its kernel if kk 6 1. This theorem then applies also to the case when  V B.H/ !
B.H/ is an arbitrary elementary operator defined by .X/ D PkiD1 AiXBi . The
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special case X 7! AXB, but with the additional assumption ASB D S, has been
studied in [4,5]. In Section 2, we consider the analogous problem when the operator
norm is replaced by the von Neumann–Schatten p-norm. In Section 3, Theorem 3.1,
we prove that for an elementary operator D V B.H/ ! B.H/, defined by D.X/ DPk
iD1 MiXNi , where .Mi/kiD1 and .Ni/
k
iD1 are separately commuting sequences of
normal operators, the range and the kernel are orthogonal with respect to the Hilbert–
Schmidt norm. The special case D D A of this problem has been studied by Kittaneh
[7], see also [8,9] for the case of unitarily invariant norms.
Let us recall some basic facts aboutCp classes. For a compact operator T 2 B.H/,
let s1.T / > s2.T / >    > 0 denote the singular values of T, i.e., the eigenvalues of
jT j D .T T /1=2. For p > 1, we say that T belongs to the von Neumann–Schatten class
Cp if fsj .T /g 2 lp and in this case kTkpp D P spj .T / D tr jT jp. For the general theory
of the von Neumann–Schatten classes Cp the reader is referred to [6].
1. The operator norm case
The following theorem is the main result of this section.
Theorem 1.1. Let A be a normed algebra with the norm k  k satisfying kxyk 6
kxkkyk for all x; y 2A and let  VA!A be a linear map with kk 6 1. If
.s/ D s for some s 2A; then
k.x/ − x C sk > ksk
for all x 2A.
Proof. Since j .s/ D s for all j > 1, we have
n.x/ − x C ns D
n−1X
jD0






j ..x/ − x C s/
∥∥∥∥∥∥C kn.x/ − xk
6 nk.x/ − x C sk C 2kxk
and from this it follows that
ksk 6 k.x/ − x C sk C 2
n
kxk:
Letting n ! 1 the result follows. 
Let  V B.H/ ! B.H/ be an elementary operator defined by .X/ D PkiD1
AiXBi . From the above theorem we immediately get:
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Proposition 1.2. Suppose that .S/ D S for some S 2 B.H/. If kk 6 1; then
k.X/ − X C Sk > kSk
for all X 2 B.H/.

















k.X/ − X C Sk > kSk
for all X 2 B.H/.
Proof. We only need to show that kk 6 1. Let
U1 D





B1 : : : Bk
T
:


















Since .X/ D U1.X ⊗ 1k/U2, where 1k is the identity of Mk.C/, it follows that
k.X/k 6 kU1kkU2kkXk. Hence kk 6 1. 
As a special case we get the following corollary which generalizes [5, Theorem
2] and [4, Corollary 4].
Corollary 1.4. Let kAkkBk 6 1. If ASB D S for some S 2 B.H/; then
kAXB − X C Sk > kSk
for all X 2 B.H/.
Corollary 1.5. Suppose the following conditions hold:
(i) A, C, respectively B, D commute.
(ii) AA 6 CC and BB 6 DD:
(iii) C and D are injective.
Then, for S satisfying ASB D CSD;
kAXB − CXD C Sk > kSk
for all X 2 B.H/.
Proof. From AA 6 CC we get, see [2], A D CU and kUk 6 1. Analogously,
B D V D and kV k 6 1. So we have
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AXB − CXD D C.UXV − X/D
and since C and D are injective, ASB D CSD if and only if USV D S. Next,
C and U commute. This is seen as follows. From A D CU we get AC D CUC.
Hence C.A − UC/ D 0. Thus, since C is injective, A D UC. Analogously, D and V
commute. Thus, by the preceding corollary,
kAXB − CXD C Sk D kU.CXD/V − CXD C Sk > kSk
for all X 2 B.H/ . 
2. The Cp case
Our next objective is to study orthogonality with respect to the von Neumann–
Schatten norms. Remember that .X/ D PkiD1 AiXBi D U1.X ⊗ 1k/U2. Theorem
1.1 gives us an analogue of Proposition 1.3.

















k.X/ − X C Skp > kSkp
for all X 2 Cp.
Proof. Just estimate k.X/kp 6 kU1kkU2kkX ⊗ 1kkp D kU1kkU2kkXkpk1=p 6
kXkp . 















































where 0 < a < 1=2, we get
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k.X/ − X C Skpp D 1 C .1 − 2a/p < 2 D kSkpp:
In Proposition 2.1 it would be interesting to find conditions independent of k.
Furthermore, if S 2 Cp and if .X/ − X 2 Cp for some X not necessarily in Cp,
then the question if k.X/ − X C Skp > kSkp still makes sense. These are our next
goals.
Let 1 > 2 >    be the non-zero eigenvalues of the positive compact operator
Q and let J1;J2; : : : be the corresponding eigenspaces. The idea for the following
lemma is taken from [3].
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that
Pk
iD1 AiAi 6 1 and
Pk





iD1 Ai QAi > Q; then eachJn reduces each Ai .
Proof. The proof goes by induction on n. Suppose this is true for all n less than some
m > 1. For m D 1 the hypothesis is void. For x 2 Jm, Ai x, for all i 2 f1; : : : ; kg,
is orthogonal to eachJn with n < m. Thus kQAi xk 6 mkAi xk. Denoting
R1 D
264A1    Ak0    0
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
0    0
375 ;
1.Q/ D
264Q 0    00 Q    0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 0    Q
375 ;
2.Q/ D
264Q 0    00 0 : : : 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 0    0
375
andex D x 0    0T we have
mkR1exk2 > h1.Q/R1ex;R1exi D hR11.Q/R1ex;exi
> h2.Q/ex;exi D mkexk2:
Since R1 is a contraction, we must have h1.Q/R1ex;R1exi D mkR1exk2. From this
and hQAi x; Ai xi 6 kQAi xk kAi xk 6 mkAi xk2, it follows that QAi x D mAi x.





1    Ak
0    0
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
0    0
375
and repeat the above steps with R2 in the place of R1, we get AiJm  Jm. 
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Let .X/ D PkiD1 Ai XBi D V1.X ⊗ 1k/V2, where
V1 D










Furthermore, put kXkp D 1 if X 62 Cp. Then we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2.4. Let S 2 Cp; 1 6 p < 1; and suppose that .S/ D .S/ D S. If
kUik 6 1 and kVik 6 1; 1 6 i 6 2; then
k.X/ − X C Skp > kSkp and k.X/ − X C Skp > kSkp
for all X 2 B.H/.
Proof. From .S/ D S we get
SS D U2 .S ⊗ 1k/U1 U1.S ⊗ 1k/U2 6 U2 .SS ⊗ 1k/U2:
Similarly, from .S/ D S,
SS 6 V 2 .SS ⊗ 1k/V2:
Then from the preceding lemma it follows that SS, hence also .SS/1=2 D jSj, com-
mutes with each Bi . Let S D U jSj be the polar decomposition of S, let 1 > 2 >   
be the non-zero eigenvalues of positive compact operator jSj and let J1;J2; : : :
be the corresponding eigenspaces. Furthermore, let Pn denote the orthogonal pro-
jection of H onto Jn. Then, with respect to the decompositionH D
P
n Jn 
ker jSj, and because the norm of an operator matrix always dominates the norm of
its diagonal part, see [6, p. 82],












We shall prove that
kPnU..X/ − X/jJn C n1Jnkp > kn1Jnkp (2)




Ai UBi − U
!
jSj D 0:



















for each n. From this and from the commutativity of trace we get

















If we write PnU..X/ − X/jJn as a matrix TarsUqnr;sD1, where qn D dim Jn, thenPqn
rD1 arr D 0. This yields, first using [6, p. 82] and then convexity of the function
t ! tp for t > 0 and p > 1,




a11 C n 0    0
0 a22 C n    0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .


























D qnpn D kn1Jnkpp:
Thus from .1/ and .2/ we get k.X/ − X C Skp > kSkp , and k.X/ − X C Skp >
kSkp follows by symmetry. 
3. The Hilbert–Schmidt case
Let .Mi/kiD1 and .Ni/
k
iD1 be two separately commuting sequences of normal op-
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Theorem 3.1. Let D be defined as above and let D.S/ D 0 for some S 2 C2. If
D.X/ 2 C2; then
kD.X/ C Sk22 D kD.X/k22 C kSk22:
The technique we shall use to prove the above theorem is from [10]. First we

















Then a straightforward computation gives
Pk
iD1 MiSNi D 0 if and only if
Pk
iD1QMi QS QMi D 0 and kPkiD1 MiXNi C Sk2 D kPkiD1 QMi QX QMi C QSk2. So, with no loss
of generality we can assume Mi D Ni . Next, using spectral theorem, we can assume
that H D L2.X; /, where  is a regular Borel probability measure on a compact
Hausdorff space X and for each i, Mi D Mfi , a multiplication operator with fi 2
L1.X; /.
The following lemma is proved in [10].
Lemma 3.2 T11; Lemma 8U. Given D there exists a decomposition of L2.X/ DP1
nD0 L2.Yn/  L2.Y1/ with the properties:
(i) Each L2.Yn/; 0 6 n 6 1; reduces each Mfi .
(ii) For n < 1 functions fi; 1 6 i 6 k; are linearly dependent on eachYn.
(iii) Functions fi; 1 6 i 6 k; are linearly independent on all subsets of Y1 of pos-
itive measure.
Let Pn denote the orthogonal projection onto L2.Yn/. It is easy to see that for





where n;m attain 1 in this sum. Therefore to prove Theorem 3.1 it is sufficient to
prove that for each 0 6 n;m 6 1,
kPn.D.X/ C S/Pmk22 D kPnD.X/Pmk22 C kPnSPmk22: (3)
We shall first prove that if n or m < 1, then the above equality is true. Next lemma
will serve as a first step in our induction proof.
Lemma 3.3. Let M and N be normal operators and assume that MSN D 0 for some
S 2 C2. If MXN 2 C2; then
kMXN C Sk22 D kMXNk22 C kSk22:
Proof. As noted above, with no loss of generality we can assume M D N . If M is
injective, then from MSM D 0 it follows that S D 0 and we are done. If M is not
injective, then, with respect to the decompositionH D ker? M  ker M , we have














Then, for X D TXij U2i;jD1, we have









∥∥∥∥ 0 S12S21 S22
∥∥∥∥2
2
D kMXMk22 C kSk22: 
Proposition 3.4. If n or m < 1; equality .3/ holds true.
Proof. With no loss of generality we can assume n < 1. The proof goes by induc-
tion on k, the length of an elementary operator D. For k D 1 we can apply Lemma
3.3, so assume equality .3/ is true for elementary operators of length fewer than k.
By Lemma 3.2 subspace L2.Yn/ reduces each Mfi and operators PnMfi , 1 6 i 6 k,































Pm is an elementary operator of length k−1, PnSPm
belongs to its kernel, and the induction hypothesis applies. 
The only thing left to consider is the case n D m D 1. To finish the proof, also
in this case, we need the following two facts.
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Proposition 3.5 T11; Proposition 12U. Put
O D
(






Then    .Y1 Y1 n O/ D 0.
Lemma 3.6 T11; Lemma 13U. Let D.X/ D PkiD1 Mfi XMfi . If X is a Hilbert–
Schmidt operator, and so it has a kernel function k.x; y/; where .Xf / .x/ DR
k.x; y/f .y/ d.y/; then D.X/ is a Hilbert–Schmidt operator with the kernel
function (PkiD1 fi.x/fi.y/k.x; y/.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. As mentioned before the only thing left to consider is the
case n D m D 1. Thus, we have to prove that
kP1.D.X/ C S/P1k22 D kP1D.X/P1k22 C kP1SP1k22:
We will show that P1SP1 D 0. Projector P1 commutes with Mfi ’s, so fromD.S/ D
0 it follows that D.P1SP1/ D 0. Since P1SP1 is a Hilbert–Schmidt operator,
it has a kernel function s.x; y/. From preceding lemma, we get that the kernel




s.x; y/. Since D.P1SP1/ D 0
and since, from Proposition 3.5,
Pk
iD1 fi.x/fi.y/ =D 0    almost everywhere,
it follows that s.x; y/ D 0    almost everywhere. Hence P1SP1 D 0 and the
proof is completed. 
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